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We need more of the office desk and less of the show window in politics—Calvin Coolidge. 
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Watch Lewiston 
Dave Morey 
I anils   Bates 
Our Foreign 
Competition 
College Men in 
-ins' Sing Prison 
££ THOMAS MUSGRAVE .X 
CHAPEL SPEAKERS, SUBJECTS 
OF SPEECHES DISCUSSED BY 
CHAPELCOMMITTEE THURSDAY 
Proposed To Use Recent" Graduates, And More 
Students As Speakers—Current Topics, Like 
Technocracy, To Be_Emphasized 
MORE STUDENT MUSIC 
Musical  Clubs  Make  Plans  For 
Annual Pop  Concert And Dance 
WATCH   Lewiston.  Mayor  Para- 
dis in the midst of a campaign 
to hold hie present office has 
• d a  plan to  put at least one 
-    of focal     government     on  a 
distic   basis. 
lie- plane to set the city up in the 
business supplying electricity 
■,:.; steam for heat and power local- 
ly at 1-8 the present cost. It has been 
very seldom to our knowledge. 
nates or particulars     of  the 
have not been  made pubilic but 
from sources believed to be rettiablc 
•   -     said  the    cost of     producing 
r  is   $.0045  per   kilowatt   hour 
$.0065  to transport it. The city 
cell -it on the basis of a little 
than. cost.   Electricity   at   the 
Dt  time in Lewiston costs eight 
per  kilowatt     hour.     The new 
m would set a top price of three 
- for    the first  year,    two,  the 
1   and  slightlly  over  one    cent 
per kilowatt hour afterward. At the 
i c !' the first year, or certainly the 
second, the pliant would be paid for. 
The city will have 'to exercise the 
right   of   eminent   domain   to   get   a 
jx wer  site  along  the   river  for   the 
liver  right's  were  sold several  years 
ago. 
A local editor claims that Mayor 
Paradds' proposal that mills all over 
Maine and New 'England will com? 
h»re attracted by power at 1-8 the 
-.-n,t costs will strike a snag. The 
firmer says that the Puiblic Utilities 
1 aimisiou has power over rates and 
will not permit unfair competition. 
From legal sources in the two cities 
we learn that the Commission has 
power over private companies, but 
none 'over municipal distribution of 
its own resources. 
DAVE MOREY, admired and re- 
spected by all Rates people who 
have known him in his four 
years coaching tenure at Rates spent 
the Christmas holidays in a Boston 
hospital where lie is confined with 
a   throat  ailment. 
Unintentionally he sent the sea- 
son's greetings to everyone at Rates 
in an interview granted to Austen 
Lake Of  the   Boston  Transcript. 
"I feel that I am established at 
Bates" he said. "They've given me 
every facility. The salary is adequate. 
I am under none of the pressure that 
so cften falls on a football coach 
where the alumni have an over- 
developed sense of athletic values. 
My contacts with the boys are in- 
timate, and they frequently come to 
me with their personal problems. 
The atmosphere is ideally that of a 
small college where the personal 
tou.h is possible". 
Answering the rumors that he may 
succeed Jackson Cannell at Dart- 
mouth he added. "I would not 
change it for the grief and uncertain- 
ties that go with coaching a large 
college,  like  Dartmouth'. 
NOT entirely, high tariff propa- 
ganda but.tfenl common sense 
is the cunlpbnti.M'. of the Presi- 
dent of the Hootl Rubber Co. quoted 
in the S;.i'.eirt. (Mass. I News. One 
cause of economic depression is the 
displacement of American labor 
through foreign competition. He 
brought this fact out when he 
related that the Japanese are ship- 
ping sneakers into this country for 
nine and a half cents a pair, which 
cost an. American manufacturer 
twenty  nine  cents  to   make. 
The U. S. Department of Labor 
figures tlie average American manu- 
facturing wage at 60 cents an hour 
while the average wage in France is 
only 12 cents, in Italy nine cents, 
and in Japan seven cents an hour. 
Yet we hear ta.lk of reducing tariffs. 
Japan is using money, adds the 
!. partments report, that has depre- 
dated 50 per cent while England's 
money has depreciated 30 pe: cent. 
Our wages are still on a high scale. 
"Buy American" is a commendable 
idea and not original. England has 
improved its financial standing by 
such a national campaign and the 
French. Germans and others have 
followed. 
ALL the best known colleges are 
represented in Sing Sing Prison, 
but the majority of crimes for 
which college men are jailed are 
different from those in the case of 
non-college men, declares Anthony 
-\" Petersen, Protestant chaplain or 
th? prison. College prisoners commit 
larceny three times a-s frequently as 
others; forgery Is their most popu.ar 
■ rime, and very rare is the prisoner 
who has worked his way through 
college, declares Chaplain Peterson 
in an analysis in Redbook tor 
February. 
Sinic Sing Culture 
"The intellectual atmosphere ot 
Sing Sing is far more cultured than 
meat people suppose. Among the in- 
mates are experts in history, liter- 
ature. Journalism, philosophy, com- 
parative philology, science and relig; 
Investigation  Shows 
Amplifiers Are 
Impractical 
Speakers in chapel and their sub- 
jects occupied the most of the dis- 
:ussion of the student chapel com- 
mittee meeting with President Gray 
last Thursday evening in the facul- 
y  room   in   Roger  Williams  Hall. 
Adding Technocracy and other 
current topics to the list of subjects 
ind recent graduates as speakers 
was decided upon. 
The plan to include sophomore 
men and women at the start of the 
second semester on the committee 
was agreed to by the committee al- 
so. President Gray announced that 
the chapel seating would be revers- 
ed next semester according to the 
action last spring of the committee. 
President Gray at the start of the 
meeting spoke of the policy started 
this fall of using the local clergy- 
men and asked the judgement of 
the group. Although personally in 
terror of continuing, he mentioned 
the possibility of these speakers not 
being able to reach students. After 
'.he committee had approved the 
policy, the President said he had 
several new men in view and would 
attempt to bring them to campus. 
Ptreo. Gray said "not at all" to the 
question by a member if the appear- 
ince of Jewish clergymen and others 
violated  a code of the trustees. 
The committee agreed with Dr. 
Gray that student speakers, an in- 
novation this year, are one of the 
best features of the daily exercises. 
Feeling that there must be 18 or 20 
suitable speakers in the 6tudent 
body he is working with Prof. Qutm- 
by on a list of more speakers. 
"Students on the platform have 
the advantage of being a novelty". 
added the President, "and constant 
repetition would destroy the good 
attention  accorded them." 
Current topics are fruitful chapel 
topics the committee agreed and 
added that Technocracy would be 
suitable over the two day period 
used  by  some  faculty  speakers. 
The investigation tentative to ad- 
ding amplifiers to the chapel equip- 
ment revealed that certain difficul- 
ties arise, such as the artificial 
sound. and the distortion of the 
voice. It is believed that the idea is 
not  practical. 
To the suggestion that student 
music   is   well      received.      President 
Gray said that steps would l>e taken 
along that lin . probably with the 
quartet appearing soon. 
:o: — 
Bates To Select 
Representative 
For State Contest 
NO  PLANS  TO 
CLOSE SCHOOL 
"There  has been no conside- 
ration  whatever on the part of 
administration   relative  to the 
the closing of college on ac- 
count of the prevalent epide- 
mic", said Mr. Harry W. Rowe, 
Assistant to the Pri-sidint late 
yesterday answering the query 
of the Student. 
With only three women and 
15 or 1G men ill, ami all with 
colds of two or three days du- 
ration Mr. Roue felt tliat the 
circumstances do not, even pro- 
voke  consideration 
He spoke confidently of the 
cleansing effect of Monday's 
snowfall and reiterated Presi- 
dent Gray's suggestions in the 
lirst chapel after the holidays. 
I>r. Gray recommended co- 
iqieration anil care while in 
public and urged the advisabi- 
lity of reporting symptoms of 
a  cold  at   the   infirmary. 
The third annual Pop Concert and 
dance, to be given by the musical 
clubs Friday, Jan. 20. will be. ac- 
cording to Prof. Crafts, different 
from anything before attempted in 
this line. The entertainment will be 
for the most part on the main floor, 
somewhat after cabaret style, instead 
of on the stage as in previous years. 
The Orphic Society will open the 
program, playing from 8:00 to 8:30. 
Dancing to music by Tom Gormley's 
Bobcats will then follow for an 
hour and a half. At ten o'clock the 
l-;.i;- •- Gypsies assisted by the com- 
bined musical dubs will present the 
entertainment program. The songs, 
dances, and other features, all em- 
phasizing Italian and Spanish music, 
will be given by the Gypsies on the 
floor. The entertainment will be 
concluded with several numbers 
rendered from the stage by the 
entire  ensemble. 
At the close of the program danc- 
ing will be resumed. Prof. Crafts 
points out that the emphasis this 
year will be rather more on the 
dancing  than  on  the concert itself. 
Interc t ordinarily runs high over 
the annual Pop Concert because it 
is "the only formal at which towns- 
people and students can meet to- 
gether. It has become one of the 
high lights of the year. 
The committee in charge consists 
of: Miss Mabel Eaton. Mrs. Dexter 
Kneeland. Prof. Grosvenor Robin- 
son, Mrs. William Sawyer. Prof. Sel- 
don T. Crafts. Amy Irish. Evelyn 
Rolfe, Lucienne Blanchard, George 
Austin. Edward Prescott, and Henry 
LaVallee. 
Tickets may be procured at the 
college book store and library, or 
from Edward Prescott and Walter 
Gerke. 
COACH RAY McCLUSKEY LEADS 
GARNET HOCKEY TEAM TO N. H. 
TO-DAY FOR WILDCAT CLASH 
Bates  Mentor Considers  Chances  At  Durham 
Fairly Good—Granite State Stars Lost 
By Graduation—Men in Good Shape 
Education Com., 
Bates '00, Raps 
School Budgets 
Many Changes 
In Chase Hall 
During Holidays 
Good Turnout For 
Freshman Hockey 
Squad Yesterday 
Calls    On    Thoughtful Expect Eating In Base-; 
Citizens To Fight Un-     ment To Avoid Dam- 
fair Reductions 
Bertram E. Packard. State Com- 
missioner of Education, in a recent 
Associated Press dispatch from Au- 
gusta, is quoted as making rather 
startling BtatemeatB regarding the 
reduction of State appropriation for 
education. He makes an urgent plea 
to the citizens of Maine to see to it 
that educational standards are not 
lowered. 
"The average ot the municipal 
was reduced 
Local   Try-Outs    Open 
To All Students- 
Many Entered 
Bates students who wish to com- 
pete in the state oratorical contest 
on Peace will compete for that pri- 
vilege in the Little Theater, Thurs- 
day.  Jan.   17. 
Each contestant is to present an 
original oration. 15 minutes long, 
related to the problem of interna- 
tional peace. The speeches will be 
judged on the thought expressed as 
well  as  the ability of the speaker. 
William Dunham '32 won the 
Bates contest a year ago. and was 
selected to enter the finals at Wa- 
berviille He competed at Waterville 
against' representatives from Maine 
and Colbv, and placed first, winning 
$60 Two' vears ago Howard Thomas 
■31 'won first prize in the state con- 
test, and in 1930 Rivera Ingle 32 
placed second in the finals. 
SENIOR GIRLS HOLD 
FIRST DANCE OF YEAR 
The first college dance of the 
hew year was held by the women of 
the senior class in Chase hall, Jan- 
6. Fortv couples danced to the mu- 
sic of the Bobcats under the direc- 
tion of Tom Gormley '33. Dance- 
programs  and  decorations,  of whicli 
important 
Coach Ray McCluskey issued a 
call for freshman hockey candidates rates for all purposes 
to report at the St. Dom's rink. 
yesterday for their lirst practice 
session of the season. This rink 
will serve as practice ice for both 
the varsity and the frosh. 
A hotly contested battle is ex- 
pected for t!ie goalie position. Mer- 
rill, former Wilbraham goalie, But- 
ler, who has seen action at La- 
fayette Prep. Stevenson. ex-Lexing- 
ton High player, and Farrington of 
Mnrhlehcad High are the leading 
candidates. Undoubtedly the one 
who malres the best showing in the 
freshman contests will see varsity 
competition after mid-years, as the 
Bates team is sorely ir. need of a 
goalie  to  sub  for  Heldman. 
Some of the other men expected 
to report are Torrey and Bob Gran- 
nort. former Tj'.ton defense men, 
"Red" Simpson. ex-Cambridge Latin 
and Hebron Academy man. and 
Fields. Beiudetti. and Jack I'artitt. 
wingme; . Others will be out for 
practice, and no player will be sure 
of a position until the opening 
game  with  Kents  Hill, on Jan.  24. 
There is also a possibility of some 
of these frosh playing Varsity hoc- 
key after mid-years, on the second 
line. 
:o: — 
Bates Debaters 
Meet Tufts Team 
At Bath Jan. 17 
2.6!) per thousand dollars of valua- 
tion during the year, and of that 
sum .the public schools lost the 
moat, $1.62 compared with $1.07 
from all the other municipal activi- 
I 
Redaction   Disastrous 
"In some instances." says Com- 
missioner Packard, "the tax reduc- 
tions have bean responsible for 
disastrous results. It is time for 
thoughtful citizens to insist that 
the reductions cease until those 
responsible for appropriations for 
Other        municipal        activities at 
least cooperate towards effective re- 
ductions in tax  rates." 
"Th:< Ls a .serious question". Dr. 
Packard continued," and affects the 
future of all the boys and girls in 
our public schools." 
"Approximately   30%   of  the  tax 
payer's dollar goes to the support of 
the public schools. In this less than 
a third of a tax dollar, a reduction 
if 12'-',' was made. In the re- 
maining 70% cut or more than two 
thirds of a tax dollar a reduction of 
2 Ms %   was made". 
age To New Floor 
Chase Hall has undergone radical 
changes during the Christmas holi- 
days. 
Phonograph, radio, newspapers, 
and magazines are all to be relegat- 
ed to the basement. The main ball- 
room is to be given if possible, much 
the same respect accorded to the 
old-fashioned parlor, and the two 
rooms formerly used for general 
reading arc to be kept as dignified 
study and reading rooms. 
The college authorities have gone 
to much trouble and expense in pro- 
viding a new floor. The work has 
entailed extensive repairs to the 
whole of Chase Hall, and it is hoped 
that the students will help in 
preventing   further  expenditures. 
The floor :,- built in two layers. 
the material used being oak. An ex- 
pert from Boston has been employ- 
ed to finish and polish the floor by 
a new system now being used in all 
the most modern ballrooms. Over 
*1000 was expended in 
the floor. The money was furnished 
by the ('base Hall committee work- 
ink  in co-operation with the college. 
Because the expense has been 
handled by the students through a 
universal College function, the Y 
dance, it is hoped that quick lunches 
RADIO   DEBATE 
MONDAY NIGHT 
A Bates junior varsity team 
composed of Wendell May "34 
and Cartel on Ma bee '80 will 
meet two University of Maine 
debaters in a radio contest 
over WLBZ, Banger, next 
.Monday evening; at 7*80 on 
the subject of taxation, it was 
learned lust night. The debate 
is planned for the benefit of 
the M schools already en- 
rolled in the Bates intersrho- 
lastic debating league which 
is using the same subject this 
year. 
Tliis large enrollment of 
high schools also includes for 
the first time this year several 
.New Hampshire schools. Ijist 
year Portland High was the 
winner with Buckfield High as 
the  runner-up. 
The topic to be need in the 
radio debate. Resolved: that 
at least 50% of the state and 
local revenue should conic 
from a source other than tan- 
gillie property, is used by 
moo- than 8000 high schools 
over  the country this  year. 
BERRY   IN   LINE-UP 
Men In  New   Positions— 
Game  Here   Friday 
With Mass. State 
With  1 ■-s than a  week's worth of 
conditioning, the Bobcat skaters left 
at nine o'clock this morning for Dur- 
ham. N. H. where they will play the 
University of New Hampshire sextet 
this afternoon in their first college 
ice encounter of the year. The 
scheduled game with Colby last 
Monday night was postponed1 when 
snow covered the outdoor Water- 
ville rink a few hours before the 
game. 
McCluskey considered his chances 
at New Hampshire fairly good, con- 
sidering the time he has had to 
'.vote io practice. The Granite State 
HOCKEY  COACH 
Dustin-Nichols 
Wed in Portland 
New Year's Day 
Bates     Graduates     '32 
Have Simple Wedding 
In Friend's Church 
Miss  Rosamond     D.  Nichols     '32 
was   married     to  Mr.   Elden   Dustin ' 
'32,  Sunday,   Jan.   1,  at   noon',  at  a' 
RAY   McCU SKI'.Y  '88 
.-;   Kood men  by  graduation 
very simple wedding in the Friends'   ]a  i   year,  and  the     New   Hampshire 
.Church,     Portland.     Maine.     There h      naive  n©<   had  much time  to 
r?__.?in5l were "o attendants, tnd the single i, ,,:,,, ., ,i . m 1933 team as yet. 
ring service was used. Only mem- Bates, on the other hand, did well 
bers of the immediate families and ag.ln-t the L-.-wiston Cyclones after 
close friends were present. After a single practice day on the ice. and 
the ceremony, the couple left tor has developed since then, notwltb- 
Alstead. New  Hampshire,  where Mr. I standing a few injuries too many. 
Dustin  has  a   position  as a   teacher. 
, Both  Mr. and Mrs. Dustin graduated 
will be eaten m the basement there-   ]ast  voa,.  from     gates  where     they 
by avoiding a repetition of the fact-   took   part  in   varied  activities.     Mr. 
Dustin was managing editor of the 
Student, editor-in-chief of the Mir- 
ror, president of Delta Phi Alpha. 
member of the College Club, and 
Phi Beta Kappa. Mrs. Dustin was 
secretary of Ramsdell Scientific, 
member of Phi Sigma Iota, La Pe- 
tite Academie. and an assistant in 
the  French department. 
:o:  
crs that  necessitated the floor. 
The old floor, in Its thirteen- 
year struggle for existence, received 
much maltreatment. Recently its 
condition grew so bad that a drive 
was instituted to replace it, and the 
i. w floor marks the successful ter- 
mination of the drive. 
DEPENDABILITY OF COOLIDGE 
AN OUTSTANDING QUALITY ^Ph°moreT™ 
Debate trials 
Set For Tuesday 
Received One Vote At Amherst For Title, "Most 
Likely To Succeed"—Spoke Only When 
He Had Something To Say 
First Contest After Rol- 
lins Here Dec. 19 
On Debts 
Tufts College will meet Bates at 
Bath, Maine. January 17 in a non- 
decision debate on the question: 
Resolved, that modern advertising 
is detrimental to the best interests 
of the American public. The debate 
is to be followed by an open forum. 
The Bates team, upholding the affir- 
mative, is composed of Bond Perry 
'35, J. Pierce '35. and Wendell! May 
'34. B. Perry and J. Pierce have both 
done extensive varsity and junior 
varsity work and recently took part 
in a debate with the University of 
Maine at Houlton. Wendell May, who 
has been active in junior varsity 
work, will make his first appearance 
with  the  Varsity  Squad. 
An interesting non-decision de- 
bate with Rollins College of Winter 
Park. Florida, was held in the Lit- 
tle Theatre, Monday evening, De- 
cember 19. The question under dis- 
cussion, was. Resolved. That the 
United States government should 
cancel war debts owed to it by the 
European nations. Bates was well 
represented by Walter Norton '35 
and Robert Fitterman '34. 
A  non-decision debate    with     the 
By JAMES BALANO 
Ex-president Ca.lvin Coolidge was 
laid to rest Saturday afternoon at 
4:15 in the small graveyard in Ply- 
mouth. Vermont. Sixty years ago he 
had been born in Plymouth, John 
Cai'.vin Coolidge. son of a typically 
conservative New England family. 
Two ruling factors of his life and 
career may be gathered from his 
ancestry and burial among the hills. 
He   was   quietly   brilliant   and,   con- 
in addition he had that gift of silence 
for which he was the brunt of so 
much attention. E. E. Whitney, his 
close friend and biographer, says that 
Coolidge's greatest quality was that 
he sipoke ondy when he had some- 
thing to say. Not a great quality 
some might say but in politics some 
men have met defeat through little 
more than a mere premature com- 
ment upon some inadvertent ques- 
tion. We should not however be left 
with the idea that Mr. Coolidge was 
Winners    Of    Contest 
From 3:30 To 5 Meet 
In Final Later 
trary  to outward  appearances,  emo-   a     man  of few  words     because    he 
tional. 
The nation mourns the death of 
Calvin Coolidge a great deal. To com- 
pare the intensity of this mourning 
with that of similar cases in the past 
would be as ill-placed as would be a 
Trials for the annual sophomore 
prize debate will be held in the 
Little Theater next Tuesday after- 
noon from three-thirty to five 
o'clock. Both men and women may- 
enter the trials. 
Each contestant is to give a four 
minute speech on some controver- 
sial subject. Those selected to enter 
thought little. Rather one might call (the finals will meet to select a topic 
him a man of action. 
die was conservative, true enough. 
for the  prize debate. 
A prize of ten dollars is awarded 
the but     when  a conservative    idea  in-  annually to  the beet speaker in 
compatible  to his  personal  make-up I debate,  and  five  dollars  is  given  to 
was at stake he fought it in no un-  each  member  of  the winning  team. 
the  baby   1933     was  an 
part and surveyed the dancers trom , Marquette Debating Society of Bos- 
t pedestal of his own. were in blue 
ana white. "Hello '33". ^ther 
Time Drag", aid "Farewell 6i 
were among the labels of the dances. 
The chaperones were Mr. and 
Mrs. Leslie Spinks, and Dr. and 
Mrs. William H. Sawyer. The com- 
mittee in charge of the dance was 
Pearl Littlefield, chairman. Helen 
O'Brien Thelma Kittredge, Mary 
Swasey. Dagmar Augustiuus, 
Elizabeth Lord. 
and 
ton College will be held Friday, 
January 27, at Boston. William 
Greenwood of Pittsfield and Ed- 
mund Muskie of Rumford will be 
the speakers on the Bates team, 
taking the negative of the advertis- 
ing question. Both of these men, 
i members of the class of '36, are 
j representing Bates in an intercol- 
legiate debate for the first time. 
STUDENT  SLEETING   TO-DAY 
The Rockefeller fortune. It is now 
e-uessed,   has   shrunk   to   something 
One of these    highly educated   s;""1a
="mere $150,000,000, but prob 
that   will  be  enough   to   keep 
members of the family from jumping 
men said tome: 'Chaplain, you doL ., 
claa   me witn the rest of the prison-  aoij 
Continued on page 4 col. off tall buildings. 
There will  be a meeting    of    the 
Student   staff    in   Room  1  Hathorn 
Hall.  All  those    interested     in  this 
: work are urged to be present. 
comparison of the  man with  others, j certain terms. Thus we saw him ad- | Varsity debaters are not allowed  to 
He  was  definitely  different.     Indeed j vocating woman suffrage.    Likewise j compete, 
this very difference  is illustrated by   Samuel Gompers signified    that    he 
between a declaration of the late Clarence 
W. Barron who said that Coolidge 
and Mussolini were the two greatest 
economic minds on the planet. Who 
in the whole nation ever would have 
thought that iMr. Coolidge was so 
inclined? And yet his whole life was 
filled with just such points. 
At Amherst he received only one 
vote in the class election of super- 
latives. The man that got the title 
"most likely to succeed" was Dwight 
W. Barron. who said that Coolidge 
.Mr. Coolidge had .very little of the 
politician in his make-up. He was 
never found in smoke-filled rooms 
talking on topics of the day. No man 
has the distinction of having slapped 
Mr. Coolidge on the back and calling 
him. "Cal". In fine, he was not a 
good mixer and yet he was extremely 
successful in politics. One may well 
ask why. 
He  was extremely dependable.  In 
such 
was the desired arbitrator 
street car owners and workers in a 
Connecticut labor dispute which 
happened while Coolidge was govern- 
or. When the bonus bill was starting 
to gather momentum he came out in 
one statement against it and re- 
mained so. Later he was cheered at 
an American Legion convention. A 
conservative working for progressive 
legislation. An enemy of the bonus 
cheered by Legionnaires. Such was 
Calvin Coolidge. 
The nne administration was be- 
clouded by one rejected appointment- 
Warren to the suipreme court. Mr. 
Coolidge seemed to many to be 
shrouded in mystery. Some took this 
to be a strange connection with 
vested interests. Certainly it cannot 
be denied that he was strongly con- 
servative in matters of finance. Again 
the recent depression has been more 
or less attributed to his lack of fore- 
sight in cutting down taxes and 
federal revenues. Some of this may 
have  weight  and  indeed  in  time  to 
CLARK AND SAWIN 
HEAD FIRST YEAR 
ELECTIVE OFFICES 
politics that    is a quality     of 
scarceness that  a man   greatly  im- 
bued with it and conditioning it with 
reserve In speech is fairly well fixed   come     other  fallacies be  un- 
to go "somewheres." Mr. Coolidge 
had not only this dependability, and 
this genius that Barron talks of but I Continued on page 3 col. 7 
Verdelle  Clark     of     Presque  Isle 
was  chosen   President     and     Henry 
Sawin of Oxford, Mass., was elected 
to the Student Council in a meeting 
of  the freshmen  class     held shortly 
before the  Christmas holidays. Saw- 
in  is on  the staff    of the    Student 
while Clark    is one    of the    most j 
prominent     of    freshman    athletes j 
winning   his  numerals     at   end   last i 
fall. 
The other officers elected were: 
Lenore Murphy. Vice- President; 
Bernice Winston, Secretary; and 
Arnold  Anderson,  Treasurer. 
The elections were held an the 
Little Theatre with Student Coun- 
cilors Robert Swett and James Ba- 
lano in charge. 
earthed.   The  fact   remains   however 
Mendall in Infirmary 
As it i'-. George Mendall, who ap- 
peared to be a strong newcomer in 
the opening gam." against the Cy- 
dlones, is in the infirmary and conse- 
quently did not make the trip. Howie 
Norman has been added to the list 
of regulars to replace Mendall. and 
Herb Berry, re overed sufficiently 
from an attack of the grippe, is also 
making the trip. Ken White, who re- 
ceived a shoulder injury in last 
F: ; y night's game, is also in good 
shape and wenl allong with the team. 
M Clueki y ■ ap cted to start Joe 
Murphy at center. Swett and Ken 
White on the wings, Berry and Soha 
at defense, and Heldman in the goal. 
II. baa Secor and Oilman as spare 
dt tense men. and Roberts, Moyni- 
blan, and Norman as a second for- 
line. 
Players In New Positions 
The chief trouble which is bother- 
ing M'Cla-kiy right now is to get 
the men used to new positions. Mur- 
phy. Swett, and Secor all claim to 
be centers, and Ken White used to 
be a defense .man: McCluskey has to 
IISI Swett as a wing, and Secor be- 
hind the blue lines on account of his 
weigh;. White seems to be needed at 
the other wing. 
Once these men are used to their 
new positions, they ought to lloom as 
good contenders for victories over 
Colby and Bowdoin. As it is. McClus- 
key refuses to Call in line with the 
peisim. :- who claim the contrary. 
He and the players regretted the 
postponement of the Colby game last 
Monday. They were ready to leave, 
and confident of victory, when a 
phone call from Waterville cancelled 
plans for the trip. McCluskey has 
betn In the coaching business for 
only a week, but he already has the 
entire confidence of hds squad of 
skaters, and the backing of the col- 
lege. 
Mass. State Friday 
The team will make Us first home 
appearance against a college team 
Friday night, when a game with 
Massachusetts State is due to start 
at the A. S. D. Arena at eight o'clock. 
The same mentioned in the die- 
cussion of the New Hampshire game 
will no doubt see action, and Mendall 
wll piobably recover in time to play 
that night. Cutte expects a good 
crowd to see the game. 
Next Tuesday, the team goes to 
Brunswick to open the three game 
series with Bowdoin, and Colby 
conies here a week bom Friday, the 
twentieth, to open relations between 
the two old ttockey rivals. The post- 
poned game with Coll by will probably 
be played during the week following 
the first two state series games. No 
game has as yet been scheduled for 
There seems to be a lot of trouble that week, and authorities believe it 
in South America over one thing ori wtill be possible to take care of the 
another, and it only goes to show1 postponed date at that time. Another 
how alike people are all over the. game may be signed for that week, 
world. j with the Lewiston Cyclones. 
f# 
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The Wagon And The Star 
Tlic road which one has t<> travel in ordetr to produce a eo 
newspaper or literary magazine i-- long and bumpy, ami tli" 
istie wagon is likely to suffer many a joll ami upset, especially if i' 
is hitched to a star. We are glad thai people do not judge the Bates 
.student by the same standard thai people judge the New Sort 
Tillies, and we do no1 assume thai the Garnet should In' judged 
according bo the scale that we use to estimate the worth or Barpers. 
There has been, however, a great deal of criticism of the latest 
number of the Garnet. We Feel thai ii is uncharitable, to say the 
least, to sin-!,- out with scathing criticism the work of individuals 
who have made an lion st attempt to produce something of literarj 
value. Nor do we foci that we arc in a position to judge whether the 
best   material  was  printed  or  no;. ii.  that  is  the  function   of 
the editors, and their judgement i- final. Perhaps a greater numbei 
of contributions to THE GARNET would make the task easier and 
the results more satisfactory. 
We would like to point out in a friendly way, certain things 
concerning the aims of this magazine, ii the "stimulation of literary 
endeavor, ami the encouragement of en ease in expression" are the 
ideals toward which the editors are striving, we consider them to he 
highly laudable. Although we do not expect that these ideals arc to 
be attained or even closely approximated, nevertheless they ought to 
be at least evident i'.' the material printed. 
It is our opinion that in this case the subject matter is far below 
the standards which past issues of the Garnet have set. A delightful 
I'anias-.. a dripping bit of self-pitying emotionalism, a bone dry state> 
ment of abstractness, a poem which lii'ls its head to express some- 
thing and falls back inarticulate, a compilation of well-worn witt- 
icisms, another as trite and lifeless as its name, a pseudo-modem 
attempt at an eulogy, a few parched seeds that have form 1ml not 
content, ami a catalogue of over thirty-five writers in a few hundred 
words, adong with sevi rid other creations as a table of contents 
hardly live up to what we had .-.- eti d from a perusal of the editors 
preface. This is neither the fault of the editors or of the writers, bin 
We assume was due to a hick of maters 
If the star to which one has hitched'bis wairon is loo distant, 
it cannot be seen. Wchave the feeling that perhaps it would be 
better if the editors of the Garnet realized that there are other 
values than perfeetness of form, which arc equally worthwhile, and 
much closer to as. After all the subject matter of the Garnet ought 
not to be A theme? or perfect copies of the form of a master, poem. 
with the substitution of some commonplace for a theme. Perhaps the 
editors of another college literary magazine have hit the mark when 
they write: "To our mind the unskilful utterance of a deep truth is 
of more value and importance than a.sonnet that scans and rhymes 
that is full of timeworn images, and whose purport is. "How unhappy 
1 am." A smooth poem which is saying something easy and trivial 
deserves publication less than a poem which is not so well written 
but which is trying to encompass something large. There is a time 
when an halting inarticulateness is of greater value than a facile 
word flow. 
This is not to be construed as a conscious flouting of form. We 
arc neither indifferent to smooth writing, nor do we undervalue a 
skilful technique. Naturally this deep truth expressed well would 
make a better piece of literature than the same truth expressed 
poorly. But undergraduate writers can more easily achieve polish 
and case with experience, than they can achieve sciK!" 
College   Parrots 
A\ ith midyears exams looininjr large on the horizon, we become 
increasingly conscious id' the necessity for mastering facts, facts and 
more facts. jn order that, as one student has said, "when the com- 
mand is given we may fire them off obediently at a flock of day 
pigeon markers 60, 65, 70, 75, 80 etc." Educators are coming to realize 
Calvin Coolidge 
By KRXKST KBNSHIMOL 
O New England. 
Fling from your mountain heights the veil 
Of snow : 
From every frozen woodland trail. 
From every seething granite shore 
There comes a challenge from the foe, 
(iirt  in the cold   resilient mail 
Of terror.    With a .sword of woe 
lie strikes and silences evermore. 
O New England. 
Rise in your nu-ht thus afternoon 
Bright si un 
Of gold and blue ; the misty moon 
Lies yet nslumber in the sky ; 
Cry on!  before the day is   lone 
Your answer to the base poltroon 
Whom men call Death :    "This noble son 
Is only vanished : he shall never die !" 
Ii 
(Boston Transcript) 
—. 
more strongly than ever that this type of education is not "inherently 
possessed of any civil, moral or any other kind of virtue or value." 
This latter quotation is from a recent statement by Dean George 
Arps of the (MHO State University College of Education in which he 
vigorously criticised what he terms "College Parrohs." He points out 
that many students receive their sheepskins    who have not    done a 
■■ piece of 'Original thinking during their four years in the 
institution. 
He does not blame the student, however, since the necessity for 
Covering prescribed courses and memorizing subject matter in order 
to •_ >l a g ! grad obstructs them, to a large extent, from original 
reading ami thinking. He concluded by saying that whatever value. 
are to be acquired must be derived through the process of hard 
thinking and  not  memory work. 
The keynote to his whole article confirms what thousands of 
alumni have found to be true. "The teacher who guides students in 
their interpretation of subject matter is of more importance than a 
whole curriculum of courses." 
Of course ii must be granted that before there can be aiiy real 
thinking there must be a thorough .understanding of the facts in- 
I. but the mere recitation of facts which have been carefully 
memorize.i since the preceeding class cannot constitute education. 
in the traditions of Bates are to be found the personalities of many 
teachers who have been something more than fact Balesmen; Uncle 
.Johnny Stanton, Prof. Hayes and Doe Tubbs to mime a few. Today 
v,' are fortunate in having a few such men in every department of 
the colli <_rc. Regardless of what their subject matter may lie. their 
whole attitude toward life is such that it. shines through the bare 
■els and gives them meaning. Whether one agrees or not, one is 
stimulated by the contact with such men. 
!', choosing courses for the coming semester, it is well to eonsid- 
■-•":■ unjder whom one is to    sit three times    a week for 
I months, and to ask whether his influence will bring an en- 
I vision or not. We. who are students, are fortunate in that we 
can choose our teachers. They are less fortunate in that they must 
•i- as we come. By carefully choosing our professors, within the 
in- scribed by our majors and minors, we may to a certain 
circumvent   a  system  which  seems  to  forever hound  us  with 
that are forgotten soon after they are memorized because for 
no meaning. 
Pepvs 
Through 
he key- 
Hole— 
TECHNOCRACY FOR EDUCATION 
THEN DEFINITE PROPOSALS 
Much  Discussed Theory Aims, It Is Said,  At a 
Harmonious Functioning Of Techniques Of 
Exchange And Production For Society 
Bv   THOMAS   MCSGRAVK 
Are von a technocrat? What is 
thi.? new phrase—catch-word, or 
sensation? At thi* psychological 
hour in acute American and wor.d 
affaire something was needed to jar 
08 out of the doldrums. Psycholo- 
gists say there must be a new craze 
each decade. Now its technocracy. 
It does not make the mistake of 
proposing   immediate   steps   without 
a post-war product. Charles P. Stein- 
metz. "the Wizard of Schenectady", 
and Thorstein Veblen formed the 
nucleus of the movement in  1920. 
Alfred E. Smith, now editor of 
Outlook, first turned the spotlight 
on the.group in the November issue. 
Must Junk Banking Control 
To win their Utopia, it seems, we 
have got to junk banking control of 
industry, political control of govern- 
ment,   and   crown   the  technician   to 
& The  Student "W 
By JAMES BALANO 
 X 
By  MILDRED  HOLLYWOOD 
Student   Socialist  Convention 
The annual    convention    of    the 
Inl   :•  oil   glate    8tll ler.i    'Council    of 
tgue for Industrial  Democracy 
! '   during  the  recent   holl I iy 
ion     at   Barnard  College.  New 
Y Otty.     During  the     three  daw 
various leaden    in    col- 
u I   In  Socialist    circles ex- 
:   lied  tlie fine points of a Socialist 
■ and  ixhn •■ |   all sympathizers 
t   with increased effort at this 
1  r i h^t the people of the | 
might   realize  that   a 
Si   lalist   state     would     remedy the; 
with which the world and tho 
Individual   is  now confronted. 
mi spoke     Friday 
•ning and severely  criticized the 
or socialism' of many students. 
1  thai  rigid belief  in social- 
Ism  and  strict     adherence    to prin- 
otlal to the leadership 
that the    ,>•' - i.i    college    student 
I    M a  f  w years assume    in his 
..   or associations. 
....   ra y   was also one of the 
\i:-. Thomas's talk. He   :ii !. 
:     ■      jusi  one    set  of  plans and 
lon'l know jia-l what they' 
ar<   '.  But  he believed  that     techno-' 
■■forming  a   mit-sion   in' 
awaken the American  public 
ti) !":!:■ great need of reform in social 
-V-; .nil-. 
Mi    conference had pictured    for' 
■    ■■        In this ,-iate called; 
So     Itopia"     by   Paul   Blanshard, | 
-etary i r the  City Affairs Com-1 
; be    an inter-1 
i ! government   with   military, 
. i postal powers. Also he 
-: ed thai present political lines 
MI ii as international boundaries 
would disappear. A central board of 
linistration would be substituted 
for iln various political organ- 
izatiou holding sway within the 
nations. 
conference    resolved     to try 
for   larger   membership   within   both 
i  I gial    and workers circles. Liko- 
wisi      general anti-militarir-m resolu- 
tion was ';t i forth by which the sto- 
le hope to do away with 
many forms of militarism within the 
Is   and   colleges  of   the  United! 
Seven WellesJey College girls, who 
whiled away a dull Sunday after- 
noon by snowballing passing auto- 
mobiles, ars In a tough Jam. 
Trou! 1     j a :   when     they 
were about ready to call riuils to 
the     aft  rnoon's  work.     Their     last 
. ■ bard packed snowballs smack- 
ed Into a passing maa bine. 
Then things began to happen. The 
machine stopped, and the seven aw 
"Police"  printed  on  the side  of the 
So with a  "give a  go" war    cry. 
even    made    for    their    dorm 
c hasi i by Weilesley's Chi I of Police. 
Names, addresses, etc. were all 
duly taken, and now the Chief is 
going to seek court action. Or, in 
other words, the Wellesley seven 
w r ■ good shots. 
Cariion-Xi wman College has doped 
cnt hew to read    character    by the 
rent handshakes, 
A     lii'.n     ban,'hake     with     even 
■ lire, even temperature of banc!,-, 
laimo,  means honesty. 
A spontaneous shake that is jerky 
mi an i frankness, 
A lirm. warm pressure, with a 
Hook straight in the eye denotes 
sincerity. 
A Northwestern prof, advises 
young men to marry a girl if efae can 
run a hundred yard:-, in 13 seconds. 
It would be a lot of work to keep 
i-.;> with a girl like that, wouldn't i;. 
Prof., or do you like 'em plenty 
fa.-t?  Tsck.  Teck. 
Rutgers sure played a dirty game 
against Lafayette. For two days 
before the contest, all the RutJ 
players were forbidden to wash or 
bower. The idea of Ihe practice was 
that this made the men stronger. 
I'll    let you    make the    obvious 
observation...  Oh. your welcome. 
. ' 
Beer and Congress 
'!'!i •  Senators and  Representatives 
are faced by quite a  dilemma at this 
in   regard     to   their     constitu- 
-  on the beer question. 
Th( y  have     until recently  voted dry 
believing their constitutients to favor 
prohibition.     Following     the  recent 
'.:< uiial election the Congression- 
towards repeal of pro-! 
hibition. This was based partly upon ; 
the ball i" that  the presidential poll 
- a vote on the liquor question as 
apoa  the    merits of     the two 
Following resent    wet de- 
Isione   in  Congress many Coogress- 
,     been deluged with letters. 
one,     and     vehement     queries 
tram drys and dry leadens. One may 
infer from  this that the presidential 
not so  mu.ii a test of pro- 
hibition  as  some     would     have  the' 
nation  believe. On the other hand a 
shouting     minority    can    make the 
Bl nation seem much more even than 
it  really is.  What some  wet  leaders 
would say  Us that  the  drys are  now 
taking    a    last     determined    6tand 
while  the  wets  are so  confident  of 
v'   ory that  no agitation  is needed 
at present. 
Debt Settlement 
Herriot, recent premier of Franco, 
has stood a!! along for debt settle- 
ment. He was not in favor of pay- 
ment in full but he did favor 
ace's making an initiaj paymsnt 
the fashion of England and 
Italy. His eloquence failed to per- 
suade the Chamber of Deputies how- 
ever. On this side of the Atlantic 
the government is faced with a 
similar problem. President Hoover 
and President-elect Roosevelt both 
favor readjustment of the debt situa- 
tion while Congress is definitely set 
against anything but immediate pay- 
ment in full. Thus settlement and 
nfgotiations are hampered by two 
bodies of national legislatures of the 
most   conservative sort. 
And now for 19.12's football story. 
Creighton Univ.—way out in the 
Middle West—was playing a night 
game. The fullback faded back. 
sometime in the middle of the fiivt 
quarter, and tossed a long pass in 
the direction of the goal line. The 
opposing wingback shot under it, 
but as it came into his hands, every 
ilight in the stadium was ex- 
tinguished. 
The stands were in a turmoil for 
a few mome-nts, but finally the lights 
flashed on again, as suddenly as they 
had gone off. There stood the wing- 
back, over the goal line, with the 
ball in his hands. But that's not all. 
The Creighton goalposts had disap- 
peared and the hunt for them is still 
on. 
The Holy Cross Tomahawk main- 
tair that colleges should adopt a 
cor.rse in masonry. The why of that 
is all because ihe New York union 
of bricklayers rejected a flat rate of 
$13.20 a day pending arbitration on 
a new scale. 
Not a bad idea that, eh wot? 
Gary Coooper—you know, the 
cinemactor—tried three times to get 
Into the dramatic club at Grinnel 
Cniv. and failed when he was a stu- 
di ~t in that place. And now the 
club has made him an honorary 
mt mber. 
Well, that's just another instance 
of the something-or-other of fate, 
fame, or what have you (did I need 
to tell you?) 
Cccper Union's total score for this 
ycar'i footba'.l season was: Oppo- 
nents, 322; Cooper Union. O. There 
was no band, no cheerleader, and no 
trainer. But they did have strict 
i 'Iglbility rule.s. At the biggest game 
of the season, llure was a total gate 
receipt  of $12. 
Now   who     said   that 
overemphasized ? 
The slogan for this year's team is 
to be "Score in 1933". Whatta 
team!!! 
that all but ela-lit S«'iiior CO-ttde In- 
dulge in the flltliv weed .... Shade 
of Cleopatra . . . Perish the thought! 
Several of our more prominent co- 
eds have complained .about feeling 
DOWN in the mouth . . . perhaps due 
to the late epidemic of sprouting 
mustaches . . . Quick Jarvis, the cur- 
ry -coin h. 
Having observed the 1933 edition 
of the Bates Hockey team, we 
wondered what team Capt. Jcs was 
playing for-what a back-hand shot 
....and can Swett miss them—did 
the late pugilistic venture of the ex- 
marine have any effect in his play- 
irg. 
Co-eds beware . . . what with grtp- 
\: ;  llu. <t  at.  .  . nick  your partners 
«i:h   care.   What   seems     to   be     the 
■. n  these Cheney   House rriend- 
ships . . . rumor has il that some are 
on the bonier of the ,platonfc .... 
—truly a matter lor conjecture.       * 
Who   was   the   Hand   Hall   inmate 
aid that coeducation was once 
a   race  for  supremacy  between     the 
■ . but BOW its neck and neck . . . 
not o good . . . the great anogue 
might censor that one. 
Every one seemed to enjoy the 
Sat, night racket . . . looked like a 
faculty meeting for a while though 
.   .  .   14  present. Tom anil his  Feline 
'1 <onpe went  jjood . . . got  a good] 
hand too and that helps, John (ilia 
performed creditably—how do you 
,-ri II it. Snapper? . . . Good old Sid 
H'akely christened the floor .....' 
this makes ins third. One his soph 
year back .in M»7, another during !iis( 
junior year i" '-1, and this the 
crowning achievement of his college 
<« lit: i- in ';::!. 
"Yuanpin" Jensen taken tor a ride 
by a prominent Freshman woman, 
esktber. A la Pond they say, at any 
rate an hours ride in a taxi, at 
1.26 per indicates som thing. 
Those hats: talk about your pink 
I ' -ohanls;   and   on   such      prominent 
people too. The tall Apollo front Mil- 
(i a . j, . in such demand . . . how 
a! DUl   a  dale,   llayt? 
The pause that  refreshes .... 
I.i.-I:   one voice.  Finder please re- 
turn to M. Gardner. Suspects to date; | 
the Mognu, 
Cave     man     Soba    crashes     this 
nn by  virtue of ihe fact that he 
pulled  a  fast  one on Cheney House. 
13 Into telephone both in entry to 
■ * i house, caUs up the Only 
One who resides there and after get- 
her on the phone live feet away 
proceeds ii> talk her i-.\r off,  p r as 
i.   ,ial. 
Prize cracks for the week! 
Jensen:   Is it true love or Hero wor- 
ship,  Phyllis. 
M -fit oil: Quick, Flinimu, a match 
.'.(lams:       liven   the   best    of   friends 
must   park. 
it our desk Is not flooded with tan 
m lil we might indulge in another of 
tfcas Ub n rl week-come, Roscoe, 
. r. aff   the   can II   . 
FNTLK   SAM. 
uo. not against. 
"If we accept these changes Tech- 
nocracy assures  us  alii  the comforts 
thorough  education.   It  plans  to  see   make  the  technical   forces  work for 
Its ends met by papular opinion that 
ii Wasn't told to us. we only heard   y.m  mature in  over a period and be 
readv  for .definite  proposals. 
ttia true meaning is more easily' of $20,000 a year income with only 
understood when taken in relation 16 hours work a week and no need 
to the sponsors' statement that we to work after 45. says Louis M. 
have reached the end of an era, that Lyons in the Boston Globe 
the fundamental cause of the depres- Pies. Butler of Columbia where 
Blon Is not political, but techno'.o- Technocracy has its labratory defines 
gicei, and. therefore the technicians the new thought in his annual re- 
can  lead   us  out  of  chaos.     Techno-   port: 
cracv is the agent. "The essential point of the study 
What   Technocracy  Is is that  the  two  parts  of our econo- 
Organically it is a combination of mic mechanism, the techniques of 
i onomics and sociology. It has many production and exchange do not 
definitions: A challenge to civiliza- function in harmony for the service 
lion to abandon the price system: ' of society. This is a fundamental 
an   admixture  of  science  and  social; problem which will not be solved by 
imy  based     on   Increased     pro-! the ipaesimg of a  depression." 
duction, shorter working hours, and        Technocracy  builds   its  stand     on 
fewer days of work by men, with 
money in its present form displaced 
by labor as a measure. 
-"Technocracy means", says Charles 
W. Duke, "government by the tech- 
nicians, experts, and technologists, 
the men who know about machine 
production—in brief, the science of 
machinery." 
It has gained impetus because a 
belief has arisen that our political 
s] t m has been made obsolete by 
our mechanical advances. That is the 
germ of the idea! The feeling was 
first spread abroad 15 years ago 
when William Henry Smyth in a 
series said we were "getting ahead 
of ourselves." Several community 
projects were started over 100 yean 
ago but failed. Technocracy is really 
"LIBRARY" 
15 Minutes a Day 
.MAGAZINES. 
Bv   KM.NOIt WILLIAMS 
"Better Omens in the Xear Fast"— 
Arnold J. 'i'o.v nbec, Asia. Jan.. 
1 !J:*;{. 
'I '..     anther how    the 
an 1 Near Blast are emerging 
a a long epidemic of nationalism, 
lied a "Western malady". Better 
omens began with the peace between 
Turkey and Greece, in lfi.io. and 
the on Ion of an annual Balkan 
Conference where Bulgarians, Turks, 
Greeks, and Serbs meet to settle 
disputes by mediation, and by the 
r« cognition of the new post-war 
kingdom, Iraq, by Persia in 1929. 
Treaties by Turkey. Persia, Afgan- 
Istaa, and the Soviet Union add to 
the present spirit of reconciliation 
In the Ka-: while in the West 
"national   consciousness   continues". 
Bates Campus is 
A Steady Target 
For Cupid's Darts 
Recent   Survey   Shows 
638   Home-makers 
Among- Alumnae 
The  proveroial   Dan   Cupid's   dex- 
j terity as a marksman  has been  well 
exemplified     on  the     Bates campu-. 
Each  ii.!   i  ,i!;!s  ils  contributions of 
marriages to the college archives. 
In recent statistics, compiled In 
th-' "Bates Alumnus" of July 1. 
1932, concerning the occupations of 
::-'i7 living graduates of Hates, it is 
found   that  the majority     inter     the 
field   of   Education,   with   a  total  of i 
130.3   individuals  or  39.4%.     How-: 
.   ..   in >:t on  the  chart  appears the 
r     of      'Home-making"     which 
S88    individuals   or    19. 3% 
who enter the category    of    "home- 
maker 
The following is a list of the more 
Bates  graduates    and ex-stu-'an'1  dividends  return  to circulation. 
who help to make up that clas-j bl:t thl'3 doe« "ot happen. Our small 
ling cannot possibly spend it 
all; the result is reinvestment. The 
three owners of the Ford company 
received 44 millions in 1930 6ays 
Scott. Common sense dictates how 
much was reinvested. 
Dollar Obsolete 
Technocracy lias not revealed tho 
rules of the nadO«ociety we are to 
attain it. Its apostUes explain that 
the fluctuating dollar would be re- 
pl.iei I by a unit of energy, which 
Benjamin wruld be stable and'duuhkite in value. 
For  the  rest   tiny  offer  no  magic 
"Age     of     the    Automobile"—Soeial 
Tn nils in the Butted States,   HUM . 
IlKta, Mary Boss. Graphic Survey, 
Jan..   IMS. 
Information in this article is 
based on the report of Preeid 
Hoover's committee on social trends, 
and it deals especially with the 
phases of American life which have 
Ii i n effected by the automobile. 
Two of the four great social institu- 
tions have been growing—industry 
and government. The other two, the 
church and family, have declined in 
• oeial significance. Growth and 
change characterize the last thirty 
years, and an increasing tempo in 
life is In evidence everywhere. 
Equilibrium has not yet been reach- 
ed. The auto has changed nearly all 
Phases of life except political institu- 
tions. It is the symbol of growth, 
spaed, production. Thsrc is a re- 
verse current from the citiss of the 
farms. 
the paradox of "poverty in the midst 
of plenty." 
More Unemployment? 
Technocracy says the economic 
machine has broken down perma- 
nently and that in two years present 
unemployment will have doubled, 
and debts will have doubled. Its fig- 
ures have aroused wide controversy. 
It argues that up to a century ago 
man was the only engine—good for 
1-10 horsepower a day. Machines 
have replaced him, and have in- 
creased his output nine million times 
—largely in the last 30 years. 
While production was at Its peak 
In  1929'.    employment    has    fallen 
since   1918. 
Flour mill workers dropped from 
32.000 in 1899 to 26,000 in 1929 
while production jumped nearly 100 
million bushels. A ton of steel in 
1900 required 70 man hours but 
01 iy 13 In 1929. 1291 man hours 
were needed for an auto in 1907— 
only 313 in 1929. Mechanization is 
progressing as harassed industrial- 
iats add countless improvements to 
keep going and pay interest on debts. 
■word Scott points out that one 
man turned out 500 cigarettes a 
minute in 1931, but 3,000 a minute 
in   1932. 
Man Tied To Price System 
Then let  the  machine do  it.     But 
man  is lied to the price system that 
lurres   man  power,  because  it  re- 
([uircs  consumers,  whose  purchasers 
are the ba.si.s of profits.   . 
"•Debt Is the controller under this 
•y-tem", adds Howard Scott. He 
argui ~ that our debts have been in- 
iiig for years faster than pro- 
duction, and both faster than the 
rate of production. One railroad in 
debts 310 millions must pay 3 
million.; In 1948. another in 1968, 
and   lii»".  millions in  1997. 
"Is ii clear", asks Scott, "that 
these bonds are to pay for locomo- 
ttvee and equipment that will have 
rotted? Even the railroad may not 
exist  at the maturity of the  bonds." 
It   has  been   argued   that   interest 
sifl cation: 
Flavins Hubbard, '30 and Gertru- 
de  Malenfant 
I.ydia Pratt. '30 and Stanley Fish- 
( r. '.".O 
Beatrice Libby, '28 and Van at. 
\V. -ton.  '30 
Ruth Rogers, '30 and Russell 
Woods 
Mildred Tourtillott. '30 and Ha- 
rold Richardson, '30 
Constance Chesley, ex-'31 and Earl 
Kimball 
Mildred     Carter     and 
Chick. '31 
and 
Evelyn   Hooper,   '30 
Furtewengler. '32 
Paul  Che-ley.   '29     and 
il   Bkell.  '30 
iLawronee      Flynn,      ex-'29 
Katherine  Mcllroy 
Louise Oilman, '29 and Royce 
Stuart 
Ruth Yeadon ex-'29 and Ezekill 
Jewell 
Natalie Shepherd and Gordon 
Small  '29 
Viola Zahn, '29 and Stanlev Snell, 
'29 
Jean Herindeen and Harris Howe, 
'30 
Natalie Hutchins, "30 and H. L. 
11 y.vood 
Reid Appleby, ex-'30 and Gladys 
Ammann 
Louise Boraett, '30 and W. H. 
Blackburn 
Lloyd Heldman, "30 and Blanche 
Pomeroy 
Irene Nutter, '31  and Bert Atwell 
Audrey Waterman, '31 and Lester 
Hayes 
Fred Dingley, '30 and Margaret 
Lancaster,  '30 
Belmont Adams, '31 and iMarion 
| Way. 
Several victims to Cupid's shaft 
were claimed from the class of '33. 
The marriage of .Mary Glidden and 
Albion Wright took place in 1930. 
Mr. Edwin Irving Butler and Mrs! 
Butler (Doris Sharp) are residing in 
New York. Helen Crowley and Henry 
Oaks took the matrimonial vows in 
1931. Idabelle Worcester and Ralph 
Long, '3 2 were married in the fal' 
of 1931. The wedding of Eda Osano 
and Donald Smith was an event of 
this summer. Mrs. Smith Is studying 
Boston Univareity this year. The 
Hayes    and 
But and Willis' f irpet to carry us to Utopia. 
j they point to its far outline: 
Dorothy| "With what is known of technolo- 
gy today in this country, it is now 
necessary for the adult population, 
ages 25 to 45. to work but 660 hours 
a year per individual to produce a 
standard of living for the entire 
population 10 times above tho 
average  Income  of  1929." 
football  is 
Some  sdcknsss,     child-labor, 
and illiteracy have been '.eft behind. I engagement""of "Marion 
The future    promises more    travel.   Munsan White of .DeerinT'was an" 
books,  education,  shirter  work-day, [ nounced  in July 
and  more    aggregate     wealth.    The 
li.xity.     confusion,     and     inter- 
tidence of American life is 
ibed, and the change and needs 
of the future are foretold by the 
author. This article ia followed by 
others which toll in dotail the effeo; 
of the last thirty years on specific 
Phases of lifo. 
J l . 
The statement has at various 
times been issued that a coeduca- 
tional college is a veritable matri- 
monial bureau. Whether this be a 
liability or an asset may be de- 
termined by the statistics and ac- 
counts of romances contracted on 
the college campus. They show a 
much greater durability and success. 
Florence Ogden 
Engaged—News 
Told^t Party 
John Manter '31 To Wed 
Assistant In Latin 
Department 
The engagement of Florence Og- 
den '33 and John Manter '31 was 
announced at a party in Rand hall. 
Jan. 4, to which all the women of 
the senior class received invitations. 
The announcement was made in the 
course of a puzzle game in which 
each guest had a number and a let- 
ter. When the puzzle was completed 
the announcement could be read. 
Miss Ogden is the daughter of Mrs. 
Robin Ogden of Watarbury, Conn., 
and Is active in college organiza- 
tions. She is president of the Latin 
club, a member of the Women/s 
Politics club, Ramsdell Scientific 
clubby. W. C. A. board, chairman 
of the World Fellowship committee 
of the Y. W. C. A., and is activ: in 
athletics. She is assistant in the 
Latin department. 
Mr. Manter who was active in 
science organizations and an assis- 
tant in biology while at Bates is do- 
ing work in Zoo'ogy at Columbia 
University, and is a studart instruc- 
tor in biology at tbo Scthlow junior 
college. Xo date has been, set for 
the wedding. 
8/ 
,.A PLAYERS NEED NO ALIBI 
FOR^THE PERFECT ALIBI" 
GeorgeAustin Director 
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Ity RAXGXAR LIXD 
Former 4-A Player 
Vot an alibi wae needed by those 
;  troupers  responsible  for     pres- 
ntion of the Annual Varsity P,lay, 
f.  ililnVa -The Perfect Alibi" at 
fjtfle   Theater    last    December 15 
•i,1Their task was not easy. The 
£V. phrase "Va-rnity Play" on the 
r0»ram brought on them the same 
"Jrt of -'-■■-ponsibility borne by 
inufa<'!urers of al11 w'dely a-di 
*ed products "Good? They've 
'o be 
Headed 
genham 
ver- 
ge  -uo av     got 
good." say iMr. and Mra. Pirst- 
,r upon seeing the label on the 
True to tradition, the east, 
by  Clyde  Holhrook,     Ruth 
and   Edward   Curtin,     by 
Ijroit handling    of   dialogue,    and 
andied. astute definement of person- 
.:i:if'; 
stce 
rried   through   a   perform- 
that stayed "good to  the last 
drop" of the curtain. 
Mystery  Drama 
At a time when the air is literally 
[ul'l of crime-club dramas. Pu Man- 
,1,11 mysteries and the like, "The 
perfect Alibi" may be considered a 
Wjpv choice for the public palate. 
j. telte   of an English    Magistrate, 
Arthur       Ludgrove,       whose       past 
hlraCk;r ?lm from SouthTfricrfo hte retired country Mat in Sussex 
England. «1s «vpast" consiste of two 
pnf *
,m ■ when *« sentenced 
them to  prison years before 
This last information we gather 
from the English-afternoon con- 
versation between James Ludgrove 
Judge Ludgrove-s nephew, and Su- 
|?an, his fiancee. Suean, voicing her 
womanly intuition, makes us share 
her distrust of a week-end guest Ed- 
ward Laverick, whom James had 
casually met and invited for the 
week-end, in the hospitable but in- 
discreet English way. James re- 
taliates by .pretending to distrust 
Edward Carter, another guest into 
whose background none seems to 
have inquired. 
Plot  Thickens 
While the Test of the household 
and guests are out at tennis and 
picnicking. Carter unbosoms to 
Judge Ludgrove his suspicions of 
Laverick, and helps to lay a trap for 
him. Laverick comes in by appoint- 
ment, shows his hand immediately 
(it     contains     an  Army  .45),     and 
The Best College Souvenir 
A Bates Year Book 
— As lasting as recollection — 
SUBSCRIBE TO 
The 1933 
"MIRROR" 
(The charge is five dollars. The entire amount may 
be placed on the second semester term bill, or two dollars 
may be paid before January 15 and the remainder on 
receiving the book.) 
T, J, Merpliy 
Fur  Company 
Est. 1873 
Lewiston, Maine 
There is a young lady in college 
"Who of furs has very keen knowledge. 
So see where she goes 
To buy her sport clothes 
Its to MURPHY'S the store for the college. 
SkirSuits 
S SEPARATE  TROUSERS 
$4.95 
■r^net^i™*"e consummating his 'demure, bantering, timid, serene, or 
Ctricke^ii?^,,1^ i°nf.enouBh t0 bo.'.i-aooken,—each in their proper 
behtad Tunfa* ?Aby Caner fr0,n pla<-e- Tha< 6he was *"'ac«ve goes' 
man f»Lh4gr°!t disarms, without saying, else could she never 
cltabi'titt"? the village have so convincingay wrapped her 
guni K rIrtll lv * .* S-'Ves «» «anc§ (Edward Curtin) around her 
IZiJL K „ ,h° 6tawrMes the, finger. Mr. Curtin made James a 
Lrthwnh & sh°°tln* the Judge .very natural and pleasing hero, and 
a c^lit VLVZ ,h
Crtm n^S Pre8ent did not at all look the stupidity he 
iJvJlZ^ ,IJ fLtBy l,fke COVel"- rihowed in inviting two murderers 
iSSl man;6 Car^tlfe co"!"^ 5 * ^^ ^^ * ^ COT°- 
St,Uh°U6,    f
egotetic  ^riminaj'plau- David Foppish Major; 
letter      M      Zi^uT'  "* .leaves a       John David did a "^".v good job" 
suiciL «tabl»h     motive      for j as the foppish major with his weak- 
r     ',„kU „„„ . . . .ness for widow hostesses    at after- 
Constabe Mallet is convinced that|„oon teas. He coaxed the full meas- 
riB-it ■• u?" °a6e <?' suicide- Vail jure of comedy out of his traditional 
SSSi: ., ^ J00' ,?erKeai>t Mallet.! monocle by having the conventional 
rn'Svinlii It'? r°f°t e,«!f- 'eSa ea6il>'|"uniber of accidents with it. Quite 
conv.nced but, after filling a note- normal also was his English joke- 
OOOK with the alibis of household! interpretation-reaetion-time when 
fJVL?"!* ,' .W.v.PreJailfd on by his1 tested by the purring sarcasm of the 
lainer to let the dead rest for fear fsline Miss West (Ila Page) of the 
of digging up scandal. 
Midnight Meeting 
But Susan, summoning her faith- 
ful James to a midnight tryst in 
the parlor, proceeds to prove that 
little girls who read detective stories 
do not waste their time. She has , 
oioiung paper  on  her mind,  a  clue ' emotion.  We were sorry to see him 
velvet voice and cushioned claws. We 
vote  her  an  extra portion  of cream! 
for her performance. 
Mr. Haver, as tha kindly judge 
who had retired from Ttctive life to 
enjoy shirtsleeves and suspenders, 
played his role with    fine repressed 
which her "man Watson" pooh 
pooh'a at first. He soon catches the 
spirit, however, takes up the scent 
"full cry" and tears apart the 
murderers' perfect alibis like a Philo 
Vance. A creaking door disturbs 
everyone's blood-pressure for a mo- 
ment but the scene ends without 
bloodshed. 
The  action   is saved   from     a  too 
shot, especially since Mr. Laverick: 
I John Curtis) was let live. The! 
tested by the purring sarcasm of the | 
made the better half of the audience! 
: that Mr. Gillette ever became! 
an inventor, and. although this beard 
didn't hide the blackguard in him! 
from the sleuthful Susan, it must 
hive ofTered a tempting nesting- 
place  to the objects of his    solitary 
rapid  denouement by Susan's beard-   bird-walks. 
ing  the   beardless   Mr.   Carter  alone!      Constable  Mallet,  whose  complex- 
in the living-room, after his bearded \ ion     matched     his     tomatoes,     was 
President Gray 
Says That Bates 
Is Not In "Red" 
Losses On  Investments 
During Year To Be 
About $12,000 
"There will be no 'red' to our 
current operations this year," said 
President Clifton Daggett Gray 
answering the query last week of a 
Boston evening paper investigating 
financial conditions of Xew England 
Collet' 8. 
Bates cat.not economize except in 
minor particulars said the President 
"for limited funds have long ago 
taught the authorities to econo- 
mize." The losses on investments 
during the fiscal year ending June 
30, 1933 will be around $12,000, 
more than twice that of th© prece- 
ding year. Nevertheless salaries 
have not been reduced he added. 
Scholarships were increased by one- 
third a year ago. but this year even 
a  larger Increase is contemplated. 
"The student body of 700." the 
letter concluded, "whil,. slightly less 
than that of the preceding year is 
larger by 60 persons than the 
average of  1929-31." 
Co editions of weather, of course, 
are much different here than in 
tropical India. The Frost brothers 
are very much aware of that fact. 
Asked for a comment on the New 
England climate. Ken said "Oh: 
TOO cold  for me!" 
accomplice, Laverick, has apparently 
escaiped. She leads Carter into a 
confession and then shows him in 
what respect he falls short of being 
the perfect criminal. He had neglect- 
ed to take his gun with him to tho 
morning bath—result, unloaded re- 
volvers. The villain's sleek com- 
posure gives way finaJly in a burst 
of tem.per and as he bursts out of 
t/he door  (to be captured backstage) 
recognized under his chin-frieze of 
"spinach" as Russell Milnes '34. He 
carried the age and dialect very 
realistically and captured the heart 
of his audience by his homely 
honesty and kindliness. "Sargent" 
Mallet (Charles Povey) was a "son 
of his father", and, we dare say, of 
his mother too, if his greater keen- 
ness were to be accounted for. He 
made a  very snappy sargent,  whose 
FRESHMEN GIRLS PLAN 
PARTY AT TH0RNCRAS 
the demure detective     collapses    on! brisk     manner,     crisp  diction,     and 
the comfortable    shoulder     of     her | 
dependable James. 
Excellent Performance 
If top honors were to be conferred, 
in this admirably cast production, 
they should go to the slender, suave 
internatiorral crook—Clyde Hol- 
brook.  By slight gestures of slender 
Frederic March features should 
carry him far in Scotland Yard, or 
elsewhere. 
EtUGMl] Milnes as the butler, and 
Eleanor Libbey as the pink, fluffy 
matron whose behavior toward the 
major betrayed her to be at "the 
dangerous  age", both impressed  the 
hands  and  subtle  changes  of   voice   audience     as  much   as     their   parts 
he     imparted  just     enough  of     the 
sinister to a character that was often 
allowed. 
We must compliment Stage Mana- 
elusive even  to  those  watching him   ger Walter Gerke and his assistants, 
through   the   "fourth   wall"   of that I Charles     Povey,     Harold     Goulston, 
English  living-room in Sussex. j Roger  Flynn,  and  electrician  Julius 
Ruth    Benham,    as Susan, who | Lombardi. for an extremely tasteful 
showed up the men folks by "play- 
ing" her womanly "hunch", and then 
had the grace not to say "I told you 
so," was our idea of what the sport- 
ing English-girl should be. She was 
set. An amateur stage-set rso pleasing 
u- to attract the eye without suffer- 
ing from the scrutiny, is quite rare. 
Thelma   Kittredge   and     Florence 
James  must  have been  justly  proud 
A cabin party will be held at 
Thorncrag, Thursday, Jan. 12, ar- 
ranged by Mary Ham '3 6 and Kay 
Long '36. The program will include 
games and dancing. The guests are: ; 
George Driscoll. Arnold Jenks, Jack 
Parfit .Robert Fish. Robert Darling. 
Louis Griffin, Melvin YWIsch. and 
Fred Fields'. Faith Atwood, Char- 
lotte Stiles, Nan Wells, June Love- 
lace, Betty Wallhank. Kay Long, 
Rosamond Shattuck, and Mary Ham. 
.Miss Mildred Flatter and Prof. How- 
ell  Lewis will  bo chaperones. 
of the costumes. Business Managers 
Edward Wilmot. Warren Crockwetll. 
Walter Conrad, and Robert Darling, 
and ushers Joseph Kelley. Edwin 
Preecott, Paul Carpenter, Theo 
Seamon, and Bradford Hill saw to it 
that all coiners were ticketed and 
programmed. 
The 193 2 Varsity Play was a 
grand evening's entertainment. With 
this new feather In his cap the hard- 
working Director—George Austin— 
should  look like a  Sioux chiettaim 
TWO BATES STUDENTS COME 
FROM ORISSA, INDIAN PROVINCE 
Robert And Kenneth Frost Tell  Of Customs 
Peculiar To Worship Rites Among- Indians 
—Both Can Speak Native Languages 
By R. STOWELL WAKE 
If distance from home determines 
the degree of homesickness, there 
are now at Bates two brothers who 
should be very, very ill with nostal- 
gia. They are Robert Frost '35, and 
iiis brother Kenneth, of the fresh- 
man class, who are separated from 
home by several thousands of miles 
of solid earth—straight down! Their 
home is in India, on the other side 
of the earth. 
They live in the province of 
Ortass, In its capital city of Bala- 
sore. Balasore is about the size of 
Auburn. It is placed in a Kipling- 
esque setting, seven miles from the 
Hay of Bengal on one side, and ten 
miles from a charming jungle on the 
other. 
Interesting Customs 
Most of the natives who have not 
yet been converted to Christianity 
ari devout Vaishnava.s, who worship 
.lagannath ,or Juggernaut. In fact, 
Balasore is only a few miles north 
of Puri, where the great car of 
Juggerrnarut is annually drawn in 
procession. The languages are 
Oriya and Hindustani. Both of the 
Frost brothers are fluent in both 
languages. Oriya is itself a very 
archaic language, and sounds like 
nothing else ou  earth. 
Bob has been in America for two 
years and Ken, one. On his trip 
west. Bob followed a most interest- 
ing itinerary. He crossed the Persian 
Gulf from Bombay, and traveled 
overland to Bagdad, across the 
Syrian Desert to Damascus, then to 
Jericho. From Jericho he went to 
Cairo and Alexandria, then to 
Greece. Italy was next; during his 
stay there he "did" the country in 
the approved tourist style. He then 
visited Paris, before coming on to 
New York. This is the brothers' 
third visit to America. Once, when 
the European war was disrupting 
transatlantic service, they came by 
way of the Pacific route, touching 
Japan and Hawaii on the trip. 
Parents are Missionaries 
PARTIES IN GYM 
TO BE CONTINUED 
An evening of parties and games 
will be held Thursday, January 12, 
ii the Women's Docker Building 
with Mrs. Percy D. Wilkins a8 cha- 
peror.e. All girls and their friends 
are urged to come. A large crowd is 
desired, in order that these evenings 
may be continued for the benefit of 
the co-eds and their guests. 
BATES JUNIOR AND 
DENTAL STUDENT 
PLAN TO WED 
The engagement of Lucienne 
Blanchard '34, daughter of Mr. and 
. C .1). Eames of Madison and 
Ala S. Appleby ex-'34 was announc- 
ed during the Christmas recess. Miss 
Blanchard is prominent in the mu- 
sical organizations of the college. 
Mr. Appleby, the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Tyler Appleby of Skowhegan, 
is enroiled at Tufts Dental School. 
No date has been set for the wed- 
ding 
Their parents are missionaries. 
They have just completed a sabbat- 
ical year, spent in Lewiston. and re- 
turned to India. It will be seven 
years before they can again visit 
America. Bob, at least, may not see 
them again before that period has 
elapsed, as he is studying medicine 
and will have no time to travel to 
India. 
Calvin Coolidge 
Continued  from   Page  One 
that comparatively the Coolidge ad- 
ministration was quite devoid of 
public scandal, indolence and igno- 
rance  of  government. 
He was called the emotionless 
orator and ll II went through life 
rather emotionless. One may wonder, 
however, if this silent goodly man 
wae so emotionless other than in 
words. He had been taught to use 
words to convey concrete thoughts 
rather than flown y expressions and 
he must have possessed the ordinary 
sentiments  and   emotions. 
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THEY'RE MILDER— 
THEY TASTE BETTER 
—and I like CHESTERFIELD Cigarettes. 
To me, they are mild—that is, they 
don't seem to be strong; and there is 
certainly no bite, so far as I can tell. 
To me, they taste better and they 
have a pleasing aroma. 
Every CHESTERFIELD that I get is 
well-filled, and I feel like I am getting 
my money's worth—that there is no 
short measure about it. 
I like CHESTERFIELDS. They sat- 
isfy me. 
B rT5TJ!*tlGC£TT4; MYEIS'RBXCCOC?. 
......  »..,*. ■■*..». 
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By VINCENT BKLLKAU 
SPORTS KBUMBi—Teams are being handicapped right now by various 
i.-h as a large number of infirmary caseo, the coming Sophomore 
Hop. exams, etc.... The coUege invented in a new set of hockey hoods 
last week and the players don't think much of them; they seem to be too 
ilong. Aside from that, the reason for picking blue hoods remains a mystery 
to me. . . . The Maine College Sports Writers Association is going to hold 
a meeting in Waterville in the spring, even though Colby persists in being 
ili. only college not represented in the organization. It is understood 
offl of the association are writing Hal Plotkin, the bright young Colby 
K Iioi.-i, id suggest  ii" i.ik» tini" off from writing his batch of columns to 
attend  the  contention....   See  Mil  Hollywood's  column  for  more sports 
TOI'KXKY  TALK ; would  be worth  while.    He claimed 
NOT WORRYING (TTTS that  most  of  the    Portland     people 
Although our Portland  friends in-   who came to  Lewiston  to  the Bates 
sist  they'll     blossom     out     with     a 
basketball tournament which will b". 
played at  the same time as the an-j 
Ii;ii<«   school  games,   prospects! 
of  anything  like  that  are  far  from 
b< lag  included  , in  the   worries     of 
(i lie  Culis.   Kates  is going  to stage 
its  tourney  the  same  as  usual, and 
Tournament did so not merely to see 
basketball games, but to make a 
merry week-end out of it. A lot of 
them would not support a tourna- 
ment to decide the championship of 
greater Portland. It is true, however, 
that many Portland youngsters 
would go to a tournament staged  in 
us usual, eight schools will be picked \ their city who cannot afford to come 
tor the preliminaries from the list! 
of schools who signify their intention] 
of entering the tournament. If Deer-' 
ing, Portland, and Cheverus want to I 
play together    in their    own    back; 
yard.  in.-lea I  of coming to I>ewiston,! 
to I^ewiKton  to 6ee the  games. 
SUGGEST MEETING 
OK THOSE INTERESTED 
There is no reason for the rift 
which mars relations between Port- 
land   school   officials   and   Bates.   As 
that's their business; but they're not. was suggested in this column before, 
moving   the   Bates   Tournament     to; there  ought   to  be  a  conference  of 
land l>y    starting one    of their' those interested.    Difficulties ought 
own. 
DOUBT SUCCESS 
OF PORTLAND GAMES 
r onallly, I doubt the success of 
a Portland tournament. Not only 
does it seem necessary to me for the 
tournament to be a success for the 
sponsors to secure either il/ewtaton or show; the wrestler won in the fourth 
Edward Little and South Portland to round. Pattison ought to try some- 
make thfi thing at all worth consider-' thing .like that in hi6 next exhibition 
Ing, but    the winner of    the Bates! Basketball has started again, 
to be settled before everybody con- 
cerned has suffered from the conse- 
quences of lack of action. 
MORE MBLEB:—The combination 
wrestling-boxing    bout     staged     in 
Portland   Monday   night      was   some 
Tournament, and the winner of no 
other tournament, will meet the Me. 
winner for the state title this winter. 
The Maine principals association 
Still favor putting their official O. K. 
on the Balis affair. It is likely that 
the three Portland schools, with one 
or two others, may hold a tonrna- 
iie in of their own to satisfy their 
financial ambitions, however. 
A Portland newepaiper man. dis- 
cussing the .problem of the problem- 
atl  al  financial    Buccece    of a  Port- 
land tournament, said he doubted  it [ rinks. 
with Varsity and Junior Varsity 
teams In action in a .pretty full 
schedule. I still think it's too bad 
we haven't inter-collegiate basket- 
hall    The hockey men are  now 
using the so-called "Cyclones" rink 
on Franklin Street, a stone's throw 
from the Campus Avenue door of 
Chase Hall; it's a good idea. The 
team ought to have a good outdoor 
rink on which to .practice before its 
out of town games, most of which 
have     to  be played     on     uncovered 
PROMISING POINT WINNERS 
ON FRESHMAN TRACK SQUAD 
Team Preparing For Meet With Bridgton Men 
Jan.   21—Group   Of   Thirty   Includes 
Balanced List Of Competitor 
Winslow Durgin 
New Coach For 
Winter Sports 
By DOROTHY E. O'HARA 
CLASS TEAMS TO COMPETE 
IN TRACK MEET THIS WEEK 
Two Mile Relay Team To Enter B. A. A. Games 
For First Competition 
With several potential point win- 
uncovered by the interclass, 
in. el. before, the Christmas Recess. 
the prospects for a good freshman 
track team have jumped a notch. 
At present a squad of about thirty 
men is working out daily in prepa- 
ration for the meet with Bridgton 
A. ail my on January 21. 
Among  the sprinters Keller,    the 
former  Medford  High star, appears 
to be the must promising.    He is a ; "navi rnnnth Grndnatp To 
particularly   fast  starter    and   mm I1*" CrlcU Udie 
the 40 yd. and 300 yd. dashes. He 
is also an excellent broadjumper, 
having done over 21 ft. in tho inter- 
- meet. Curtin and Semeli are 
two other sprinters from whom 
good performances are expected. 
The best of the middle-distance 
men are Saunders, Jeanotte, Plynn, 
ilutcliinson. and Poskus. Both Jea- 
notte and Ilutcliinson did excep- 
tionally well in their first real test, 
the interclass relays. Other men 
who.   it  is  hoped,  will  develop,  are 
Assist Thompson 
With Squad 
Winslow Durgin of Lewiston has 
been appointed assistant coach for 
Winter sports as announced by the 
Department of Physical Education 
last Thursday. He graduated from 
Dartmouth in 1930, having been a 
member of the winter sports, track, 
and football squads. Durgin's coming 
to  Bates at  this time  brings to  the 
Atherton,  t'arnell,  Bailey,  and  Pen- j <-0iiege  the  advantages  of     training 
•11. ton. under  Coach  Otto  Schneibs,  who  is 
Paul  Tubbs  .the  freshman     cross   regarded  as  the  outstanding  winter 
country  flash,     seems    to dominate; sports  man(  in  tne     United    States. 
tho     distance     aspirants.     Borgioli.   with  good  coaching  the  Bates  win- 
McBain, Mabeo. Bailey, Crocket, and 
Small complete the group of dis- 
tance men. 
In the field events the high jump 
appeals to be well taken care of by 
Musfcie who jumped 5 feet 5 inches 
In the interclass meet. With more 
training he should be able to add 
•al inches to this height. Clark 
throws   the   javelin   and   discus   and 
ter sports team, which made a good 
showing at the State meet last year, 
should go far toward winning a vic- 
tory over Maine this winter. 
The number reporting to Coach 
Durgin is large and the material is 
promising. From last year's squad 
are Captain Carpenter, Jellison, Cur- 
tis. Johnson. Paige, Hager, Tunner, 
Dunfield.  Fuller,  Oliver,     and  Han- 
and  Sawln. 
puts the shot: his specialty being , lfv In addition many new men have 
the javelin, but he can do a fine i evidenced interest in winter sports 
job at the other two. Swift also has I competition. They are Tuthill, Milli- 
iieeu steadily improving in the dis-1 kpn l,ennartsoin. Anderson. Hill, 
COS and shot events. Other weight- Huston, Buker, Frost.Brown, For- 
Gautier,    Peabody,    Gray. I rost    Povev    Gallagher,  Gay,  Jones, 
! Drake. Dimlick, Freeman, Schneller, 
Edwards, Jensen, and Gardiner. 
Carnival Planned 
Vigorous training has occupied 
the time of the squad before the 
coming of snow. Running twice up 
and down Mt. David, limbering up 
exercises in the gym ,and four or 
five laps on the track have served 
to put the men in excellent physical 
condition. Now that snow has fallen, 
daily practice is on the particular 
event each man has chosen, and soon 
the coach will have a squad ready 
for active competition. 
The climax of winter sports work 
Epidemic Forces 
Use Of Chase As 
Hospital Ward 
Both the faculty and the student 
body have been affected by the cur- 
rent epidemic of grippe, or influen-1 at Bates is reached in the all-college 
v.\. which has made itself manifest carnival which this year comes the 
on the Bates campus as much as ninthf tenth and eleVenth of Feb- 
anj where else.       ..     , i ruarv. Three consecutive days of fun 
It  was stated     Monday that,     be-  are  planned  for     everyone     in  this 
fmid-vear  recreation   peiod.     Skiing, 
e  snowshoeing.  and   skating   for  both 
men and women, and in the evenings 
the   Infirmary, 
upper floor of Chase Hall would 
have to be used to house those stu- 
dents who are too    ill to stay    in 
there  are to  be    indoor    entertain- 
ments for both sides of the campus. 
their rooms. Last week President The whoIe culminates in the Carni- 
Gray in Chapel admonished all stu-1 va, Hop wnicn is perhaps the out- 
dems to give immediate attention ' sta,r<Ung dance of the college year. 
and care to the first symptoms ot a \ The outing Club. to which all 
cold. Neglect of this, along with the;Bates men and women belong, is 
unusual weather for this time of, a]so maintainlng a skating rink on 
year, might result in a critical si-; ,he tennjs courts behind Roger 
tuation. even the necessity of clos-i Winiams jjall. The rink is open 
ing college. every week day, and until 9:30 each 
Members of the Faculty who have eve,r_jng 0n Sunday afternoons it is 
been ill during vacation or since open from 2:uo P. M. until 5:00. 
school started .some being absent 
from their classes for a time, in- 
clude: Messrs. Cutts. Hovey. Whit- 
bock. Bartlett. Gould. Mabee, Mrs. 
Jlabee, and Mrs. Gilbert. 
Finland reports less drunkenness 
in the land since i"t ended prohibition. 
The truth of the report depends en- 
tirely upon your viewpoint. 
Rosamond  Melchcr   at   Bridgewater 
Normal  School 
W.A.A. was represented at Bridge- 
water Normal School by Rosamond 
Melcher, on December 21. She sipoke 
on Voluntary Training as worked out 
here at Bates. 
Some of the interesting features 
she noticed were: 
That their W.A.A. is a club and 
that girls must earn so many points 
before they are eligible for member- 
ship. Those who have not earned the 
required number of points are re- 
quired to attend club meeting, but 
may not vote. 
That their A.A. board is composed 
of an executive board of five mem- 
bers, and this board is really in 
control. Another board of about 
twenty members who act as heads 
of different sports. 
That their new Voluntary health 
rules are modelled on our Voluntary 
training rules, and were unanimously 
accepted. 
That the question of whether an 
orange constituted a well-balanced 
meal was brought up. It was decided 
that it did not. 
That they have two sets of rules, 
one .labelled "Minimum Require- 
ments" which must be kept for A.A. 
points; another set is labelled "Ideal 
Requirements" which are set as a 
goal in an endeavor to raise health 
standards. 
That they are still on the point 
system, so that points rather than 
awards are given for Voluntary 
Training. 
That they are not required to 
take training a whole semester to 
get credit, 'but may be taken for a 
week, a month, or a term. Points 
are accumulative. Cuts are not 
allowed if training is taken for a 
week, but three cuts a week are 
allowed if it is taken for a semester. 
That they use the check system 
rather than the honor system. Can 
we keep up our system or will we 
have  to  change? 
That exercise is provided for in 
the training rules since W. A. A. 
doesn't provide for it. 
That they have a dandy bunch of 
girls who were very enthusiastic and 
interested in A.A. work. 
Statistics on Bates voluntary 
training show that 60% of the school 
take training. 
Freshmen 82% 
Sophomores 42% 
I      Juniors 56% 
Seniors 32% 
By Dormitories 
Chase 78% 
Cheney 70% 
Frye 60% 
Hacker 80% 
iMilillken 71% 
Rand 36% 
Whittier 34% 
New Season's Activities 
The new winter is on for Physical 
Ed. with the following sports: Win- 
ter Sports. Basketball, Tap Dancing, 
Folk Dancing. Stunts and Tumbling, 
Apparatus. 
Tap dancing has been changed from 
4:30 to 2:30 on Tuesday. Stunts and 
Tumbling come at 2:30 on Friday. 
News From,Other Colleges 
A S|M»rt.s Cmisc From Ohio Wesleyan 
The W.A.A. of the Ohio Wesleyan 
gave its annual party for the Fresh- 
men women at the flatter's dormitory. 
It was similar to our own Sportland 
Tour in that it was an ocean trip 
visiting at various countries where 
the sports were presented. 
The dance hall of the dormitory 
was decorated like the deck of a 
boat. The guests who were the Fresh- 
men women left their wraps at the 
"Purser's Office", and were given 
W.A.A. handbooks as passports. 
Some of the sports given in the 
countries visited: .baseball in Ameri- 
ca, hockey in Scotland, tennis in 
France, bowling in the Swis6 Alps, 
volleyball in Switzerland, and swim- 
ming and basketball presented in 
America after the ship docked. 
Minnesota Play Day 
Here, too, was program similar 
to ours. High school girls from 
Minneapolis and St. Paul were in- 
vited. They were put on squads mix- 
ing them thoroughly so that they 
would meet new girls from different 
schools. This idea was used by the 
Bates W.A.A. for its Playday. 
Many sports were played including 
hockey, swimming, baseball, deck 
tennis and volleyball, W.A.A. mem- 
bers were put in charge of the sports 
and of each squad, so that there were 
plenty of hostesses. 
:o:  
W.A.A. Banquet to 
Be Held in Fiske 
Hall, January 17th 
Verna Brackett Chair- 
man—Decorations In 
Blue And White 
The annuall W. A. A. banquet 
will be held Jan. 17 in Fiske Dining 
Hall. The committee which has 
completed the plans for the pro- 
gram consists of: Verna Bracket*. 
'34, chairman and general charge 
of the banquet; Dagmar Augustinus 
'33, menu: Marjorie Reid '34, deco- 
rations; Norma Hinds '33, hospita- 
lity. 
The guests of the evening will be 
Pres. and Mrs. Clifton D. Gray, 
Dean Hazel M. Clark. Prof. Lena 
Walmeley and Miss Mildred Fisher. 
Frances Brackett '33 is to serve 
as Toastmistress and the toasts will 
be given as fallows: 
To Guests, Marjorie Bennett '34; 
To Sports, 5ean Murray '35; To 
Coaches, Ruth Rowe '36; To Garnet 
and Black, Charlotte Cutts '33. 
The decorations for the banquet 
will be blue and white. 
A successful indoor season is look- 
ed forward to as Coach Thompson's 
track squad of '35. led by Captain 
Arnold Adams, returns to hard 
work after a short recess. The inter- 
class meet    taking place    on  Friday 
A strong mile team is also expect- 
ed as aside from the veterans Adams. 
Lary. and Hall, there are Pendleton 
and Pricher. stars of last years 
freshman team. • who have a fine 
chance to be representatives on  this 
and Saturday of this week will serve] team. 
to give Coach Thompson a final line ; Jn (he dai,nes Coapn Thompson has 
on his material. Strength in the run- Je,nsen a vete.ran wno j6 showing 
ning events and especially fine pros-, m|l(?n imprOTement. Sheridan. Fire- 
pects in the relays is responsible »>r|nian   and Kel]er   a promising fresh- 
the  note  of  optimism   displayed   by Ban. Adams. New England     quarter 
the coach   although the squad lacks mUe    ch        ion    and  0.  S.  Olympic 
balance due to the lack of material r€pres6Iltative Iead6 the list of "300" 
in some  of  the field  events closelv followed  by  Hall. Pen- 
The squad opens its >ntA
erfoll,efiate d,            Jen6en    a]]d  Sneridan.     The 
competition   w.th  the  B.A.A.  Relajs. ..600" i,3 well taken care of by Adams 
,n  Boston in which a two mile team the ..100(r| Jelii_ 
is entered. The next week in Boston ,    ^ strong 
at the University Club Meet, men are 
entered in all the events including 
the one mile relay. Then follow the 
Northeastern meet at home, the 
I.C.A.A.A.A. meet in New York in 
which a relay team will compete, and 
finally the Maine meet in Orono. 
Besides these meets there are the 
invitation meets for Adam6 and 
possibly Jellison in New York and 
Boston. 
The strong  two mile squad    con- 
sists of Adams. Jellison.  Lary, Hall. 
distance runner, together with Lary. 
veteran half miler. Smith. Raymond. 
Butler, Drew, .Hammond, and Mal- 
loy .present a strong field. The two 
mile squad consists of Jellison. Wins- 
ton, Semetauskis, Amrein, and Ver- 
non. 
Leading the hurdlers is Puring- 
ton, letter winner in his freshman 
year but ineligible since, together 
with   Burch,   Eaton,   and   Pendleton. 
Bangs  and   Kramer  are   the   only 
Smith.  Butler.  Raymond. Hammond,   experienced high junipers out. In the 
and Drew. Bates won this event at 
the B.A.A. games last year, defeat- 
ing among others the strong Boston 
College team. Harvard, and Dart- 
mouth. From last year's quartet 
Adams, Jellison, and Lary are on 
hand. 
weights are Anicetti. Carlin, Taylor, 
and a promising freshman candidate, 
Clark. In the pole vault and in the 
broad jump a scarcity of promising 
material presents a giloomy picture 
although Keller, freshman dash man, 
may surprise. 
Canadian Football Not So 
Rough As Ours—Few Injuries 
"Our fellows don't dress up like American colleges. English rugby 
Santa Claus—they wear shorts. Yes, heads the list, followed closely by 
they are padded, that is, what there   basket-ball, hockey and track: base- 
is of them.' 
Joseph Berridge and Ernest 
Weeks, the two outstanding deb- 
aters from Mt. Allison University, 
who debated here, at the men- 
' tion of football burst out with 
that remark. Furthermore, it was no 
"tooth-pulling contest" to get these 
two Canadian chaps to talk glibly 
on any subject mentioned. 
Football Called Rugby 
Football, at Mt. Allison, has the 
dignified name of English rugby 
and. in reality, is not the rough 
game so frequently witnessed by 
American fane. One of the most 
striking     differences     is    found    in 
Bates Graduates 
Announce Engagement 
On Christmas Night 
The engagement of Elizabeth Tay- 
lor to Herbert Hoyt was announced 
on the night of Dec. 25 by Mrs 
Henry Woods. Miss Taylor s aunt at 
Rumford. ,        - 
Miss Tavlor was graduated troni 
Bates last'year and while herei she 
was active in the Latin club, Cosmos 
Club, Phil .Hellenic Society, and was 
also assistant in Latin. She spent 
the summer of 1931 abroad In 
Greece studying at the University 
of  Athens. ■ 
Mr Hovt was graduated rrom 
Bates in '31 and has since then 
been principal in the high school of 
Sherbume, Mass. He was on the 
football squad at Bates and was also 
the member of several clubs. No 
date has been set for the wedding. 
ZIPPER JACKETS $3.95 
MOCASSINS 
—at— 
$2.65 
FLANDERS 
62 COURT ST.      AUBURN 
School of Nursing 
of Yale  University 
A  Profession for the College 
Woman 
The thirty months' coursi 
viding  an     intensive     and 
experience through the case 
method, leads to the degree 
Bachelor of Nursing 
Two or more years of ap 
ed  college  work  required  fi 
mission.   Beginning     la  1934    .. 
Bachelor's  degree  will  be 
ed.   A   few  scholarships  av 
lor students with advan 
lifications. 
For catalogue and  inforo 
address: 
THE  DEAX, 
Yale School of Nursing 
New  Haven,  Connecticut 
ball is listed among the minor 
sports. As for the sporting activities 
on the co-ed side of the campus, Mr. 
Weeks vouchsafed this remark. 
"Basket-ball and flirting are the; 
girls' major sports. The latter game 
is by far the more expensive." 
This college, consisting of approxi- 
mately 500 university students in 
addition to those attending the 
Academy and Ladies College, holds 
at the present time the Maritime 
Championship in hockey, debating 
and in both men and women's 
basketball. 
<>. K. Miss America 
In     answer     to     the     proverbial 
HERMAN'S 
BASS MOCCASINS  AND  SHOES 
SUEDE   JACKETS 
57 Main Street, Lewiston. 
tackling.   Only  the one who  carries   question      concerning     impressions, 
the ball may be tackled, the remain-   "Exceedingly favorable. The scenery. 
ing members of ithe team indulge in a . 
"push and heel" process, developing 
With a little practice into quite an | 
art.   Differences  in  terminology  and I 
scoring is another outstanding item. 
A   touchdown,   known   to  the Cana- 
we find particularly beautiful. But 
the billboards—O. K. Miss America! 
decidedily unfavorable. with a 
tendency to lower the moral stand- 
ards." As for the ilatter remark, it 
will  be remembered that these deb- 
dians as a touch, is worth only three j aters were opposing the question of 
points, whereas the vailue of a eon-; advertising, and in- an amusing way. 
vert, equivalent to the field goal is did not anise an opportunity to 
worth two. The players of their make the fact known, 
front line, spoken of as front line In regard to the debate at the 
scram, are the only members of the University of Maine, "We won on 
team to wear helmets. Real casual- their own ice: we then had one 
ties are seldom known; a cold down and three to go." This inter- 
knock-out being considered quite view Wednesday afternoon was 
serious. : certainly     a sharp contrast  to     tho 
Flirting Girls' Major Sport '. seriousness     and   thought     of     the 
The other major sports of the chapel talk Thursday morning, but 
Canadian University are very simi- in its substance was equally inter- 
lar  to those in  the majority of the   sating and  appealing. 
jobs, and in the second place, these 
men are used to Hiving better and 
more expensively than laborers or 
mechanics, and so. when the crisis 
comes, they are less able and willing 
to adapt themselves to a lower 
scale of living." 
Not Murder 
"As compared with the present in- 
mates of Sing Sing who have only 
attended high Bchool, the prisoners 
who have attended college have, in 
proportion to their total number, 
committed only one-eighth as many 
robberies (robbery being a crime 
that involves personal violence or 
the threat of violence), but they 
have committed three times as many 
larcenies. The typical college man's 
crime is taking money that does not 
belong  to  him.   while   the owner  is 
We   can   show  yon   a   varied   selection   of 
PRIZE    CUPS 
FOUNTAIN    PENS 
of  all  standard   makes 
LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS 
LADIES' 
LEATHER   HANDBAGS 
LEATHER BILLFOLDS 
BOOK    ENDS 
CLOCKS 
of all kinds 
BARNST0NE-0SG00D 
O   O   M   P   A   N   Y 
Jewelers 
50   LISBON   STREET 
Lewiston. Main* 
Seniors Trounce 
Juniors 49-19 
Wrestling    Matches 
Sponsored By Student 
Between Halves 
A senior basketball team led by 
Clarence Pottle and Paul Hayden 
overhelmed a junior team last night 
49-19 in the Alumni gym in the first 
intra-murial basketball game of the 
season. The game was featured by 
wrestling matches between the 
halves  and  during   the  intermission 
after the third quarter sponsored by I not watching, and doing this in what 
the Student sports department. ; seems the easiest and safest way." 
iln   the   wresffiing   matches   Julius j •*: 1  
S. Lombardi '34 was the only win- More persons would read Editor 
ner by a referee's decision over Ho-; smith's magazine, except that it costs 
race Perry '36 after six minutes. The   25 cents 
other    match     ended     in     a    draw | Z. !  
between Al CarBin '35 and Howard 
Swiifit '36. Bruce Pattison '33, the 
referree in the other matches, and 
Leon Frangedaki6 '35 put on an 
unscheduled exhibition after the 
third qusirter. 
The senior quintet with three 
veterans with three years' experience 
absent, Brud King. Frank Italia, and 
Tubby Gorham, included in their 
.lineup besides Pottle and Hayden, 
Johnny Stevens. John Roche, and 
Mike Karkas. The junior team was 
made up of Harold Millet, Bob But- 
ler, Arthur Amrein, John Dillon, and 
Jtoy Sinclllair. 
The intra-mural series will be con- 
tinued every Tuesday and Thursday 
evenSng throughout the winter. The 
sophomore and junior teams will 
clash Thursday. 
Wrestling bouts will also be a 
mainstay between the halves of the 
games until the exam period 
when an all-college tournament is 
scheduled. 
 :o:  
COLLEGE 
PHARMACY 
Where The Bobcats Meet 
LUNCHEONETTE 
AND 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE:! 
PRESCRIPTIONS 
COMPOUNDED 
Telephone 3694 
College and Sabattus Streets 
LE 
]\f ESSAGER 
■ 
Publishing Co, 
Job Printers 
Publishers 
225 LISBON STREET 
WHEELER f* 
Clothing Co. 
Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS. [^ 
For Good Clothes and 
Furnishings 
Special discount given to Bates students 
From the News 
Continued  from  Page  One 
ers here, do you?' 'No,' I answered, 
'I place you far h/low them. They 
did not have your training, your 
opportunities, your general back- 
ground.' 
The chaiplain says that in periods 
of financial depression the proportion 
of highly educated men who are in 
prison should be expected to in- 
crease, because, in the first place, a 
depression hits earliest and hardest 
those  who  are  holding  white-collar 
Sport coats, cor- 
duroy slacks, to- 
ques, short hose 
—wool, all colors, 
turtle neck swea- 
ters, bath robes, 
suits and over- 
coats. When we 
buy~our mdse. we 
always have 
Bates CoUege 
boys in mind. Ask 
the man next 
room ; he knows 
all about us. 
WE 
SELL 
GOOD 
CLOTHES 
£9r*r3s*3>$ffi 
SAY     IT     WITH     ICE     CBE.xM 
George A. Ross 
ELM  STREET 
Bates   1904 
IERVALL 
14 Rates St. Geo   E   Srluni.lt 
The Blue Line 
Lewiston—Bumford—Faraington 
Lv   Lewiston— 
7.45   AM ,   12.35   P.M.,   4 i 
Lv   Ruinfnrd— 
7 85   A.M..   12 25   P.M.,   4.15   PJt 
Lv    fr'arminjitnn— 
7.80   A M..   12 20   1> M ,   A  : 
STANDARD    TIME 
THE COLLEGE STORE 
ALWAYS WELCOME 
Cronin & Root 
140 LISBON ST. 
VICTOR 
NEWS 
c o. 
46 ASH STREET, LEWISTON. ME. 
CORTELL'S 
.MID-WINTER   CLEARANCE   OP   LADIES   DRESSES, 
COATS, MEN'S SUITS, OVERCOATS NOW ON 
CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE 
109111   LISBON'   STREET, LEV rSTON 
Bring Your Films To Us For Developing 
and Finishing 
24      HOUR      SERVICE 
"THE QUALITY SHOP" 
3 Minutes from the Campns Tel   18,7 a 
R* W, CLARK   Re^istered Dn,8^st ^\y~~ *■■*-*■■*•»• Pure   Drugs   and   Medicines 
PRESCRIPTIONS   A  SPECIALTY 
Also,   APOLLO   CHOCOLATES 
Corner Bates and Main Street        LEWISTON,  MAINE 
A Complete Banking Service" 
Lewiston Trust Company 
Lewiston, Maine 
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students 
